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A comprehensive review on convex and concave
corners in silicon bulk micromachining based
on anisotropic wet chemical etching
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Abstract

Wet anisotropic etching based silicon micromachining is an important technique to fabricate freestanding (e.g.
cantilever) and fixed (e.g. cavity) structures on different orientation silicon wafers for various applications in
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). {111} planes are the slowest etch rate plane in all kinds of anisotropic
etchants and therefore, a prolonged etching always leads to the appearance of {111} facets at the sidewalls of the
fabricated structures. In wet anisotropic etching, undercutting occurs at the extruded corners and the curved edges of
the mask patterns on the wafer surface. The rate of undercutting depends upon the type of etchant and the shape of
mask edges and corners. Furthermore, the undercutting takes place at the straight edges if they do not contain {111}
planes. {100} and {110} silicon wafers are most widely used in MEMS as well as microelectronics fabrication.
This paper reviews the fabrication techniques of convex corner on {100} and {110} silicon wafers using anisotropic wet
chemical etching. Fabrication methods are classified mainly into two major categories: corner compensation method
and two-steps etching technique. In corner compensation method, extra mask pattern is added at the corner. Due to
extra geometry, etching is delayed at the convex corner and hence the technique relies on time delayed etching. The
shape and size of the compensating design strongly depends on the type of etchant, etching depth and the
orientation of wafer surface. In this paper, various kinds of compensating designs published so far are discussed.
Two-step etching method is employed for the fabrication of perfect convex corners. Since the perfectly sharp convex
corner is formed by the intersection of {111} planes, each step of etching defines one of the facets of convex corners.
In this method, two different ways are employed to perform the etching process and therefore can be subdivided into
two parts. In one case, lithography step is performed after the first step of etching, while in the second case, all
lithography steps are carried out before the etching process, but local oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) process is done
after the first step of etching. The pros and cons of all techniques are discussed.

Keywords: MEMS; Silicon anisotropic etching; Micromachining; Alkaline solution; TMAH; KOH; Convex and concave
corners; Corner compensation
Introduction
Micromachining is the most popular technique for the
formation of micro/nanostructures for microelectrome-
chanical systems (MEMS) [1-8]. It is divided into two cat-
egories: surface micromachining and bulk micromachining
as presented in Figure 1 [9,10]. In surface micromachin-
ing, the micro/nanostructures are realized by the depos-
ition and etching of thin structural and sacrificial layers on
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the top of the substrate, whereas bulk micromachining de-
fines structures by selectively etching inside a substrate
such as freestanding mechanical structures (e.g. beams
and membranes) or three-dimensional features (e.g. cav-
ities/grooves, through holes, and mesas). Silicon has excel-
lent mechanical properties, which make it a promising
candidate material for micromachining and microengi-
neering [11,12]. Bulk micromachining is further divided
into two major classes: wet bulk micromachining and dry
bulk micromachining. Either method can be employed for
isotropic or anisotropic etching. Dry etching involves the
use of gas-phase etchants in plasma [13-18]. Due to the
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g/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
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Figure 1 Classification of micromachining for the realization of micro/nanomechanical structures for MEMS/NEMS.
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involvement of plasma in dry etching, it is often called
plasma etching. Ion and laser beams based etchings also
fall into the category of dry etching [19,20]. The dry etch-
ing process typically etches directionally and the etch rate
is almost crystallographic orientation independent. On the
other hand, wet etching is carried out in liquid-phase
("wet") etchants and can further be subdivided into iso-
tropic etching and anisotropic etching as shown in Figure 1.
In isotropic etching, the etch rate does not depend on the
orientation of the substrate i.e. etching proceeds in all di-
rections at equal rates. A mixture of hydrofluoric (HF), ni-
tric (HNO3), and acetic (CH3COOH) acids (i.e. HNA) is
most commonly used as silicon isotropic wet etchant
[21,22]. In this composition, acetic acid can be replaced by
water and the etch rate of silicon depends on the propor-
tion of the acids in the mixture. In the case of wet aniso-
tropic etching, the etch rate depends on the orientation of
the crystallographic plane of the substrate. The anisotropic
etchants etch materials much faster in one direction than
in another, exposing the slowest etching crystal planes
over time [1,2,4,10,23-27]. Several kinds of aqueous alka-
line solutions such as potassium hydroxide solution
(KOH) [23-26,28-35], tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) [27,36-45], ethylenediamine pyrocatechol water
(EDP or EPW) [26,35,46,47], hydrazine [23,48,49], ammo-
nium hydroxide [50], and cesium hydroxide (CsOH) [51]
are employed for silicon wet anisotropic etching. Among
these etchants, potassium hydroxide (KOH) and tetra-
methylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) are most fre-
quently used. TMAH is a complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) compatible etchant as it does not
contain alkali ions, unlike KOH. In all kinds of alkaline so-
lutions, {111} are the slowest etching planes, while {110},
{100} and other high index planes are the fast etching
planes. The etch rate and the etched surface morphology
depend on several parameters of the etchant such as con-
centration, etching temperature, agitation during etching,
additives, etc. However the selection of the type of etching
process (dry or wet) mostly depends upon the require-
ment of the end product. Wet anisotropic etching has sev-
eral advantages over dry etching including low cost, simple
experimental setup, easy handling, batch processing, orien-
tation dependent etch rate, unmatched capability to release
mechanical structures, etc. Orientation dependent etch rate
is employed to develop microstructures with vertical as well
as slanted sidewalls. Wet anisotropic etching has been
widely used in silicon based MEMS fabrication such as ink-
jet head [1,2], RF-MEMS components [52-55], mechanical
sensors [56-61], thermal sensors [62-64], micro/nano calo-
rimeters [65-67], microfluidic devices [68-71], and bio/
chemical sensors [72-75], atomic force microscopy tips
[76-78], etc.
In wet anisotropic etching, stable etched profiles are

shaped by slowest etch rate planes (i.e. {111}). In the
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case of Si{100} wafer, {111} planes appear at the edges
aligned along <110> directions as shown in Figures 2(a)
and 3(a). These planes form a square shape cavity/groove.
In the case of Si{110} wafer, six {111} planes are exposed
during the etching process. The intersection of {111}
planes at {110} surface forms a polygon as shown in
Figures 2(b) and 3(b) [1,79]. The edges of polygon
structure are oriented along <112> and <110> directions.
Using <112> and <110> directions, different shapes pattern
can be formed. <112> direction contain vertical {111}
planes, whereas <110> directions comprise slanted {111}
planes. The <112> directions can be used to form a paralle-
logrammic structure. The intersection of {111} planes
forms either a concave corners (<180 i.e. corners turning
inside) or a convex corners (>180° i.e. corners turning out-
side). Although both types of corners are bounded by {111}
Figure 2 Schematic illustration of different shapes formed by the dire
directions on Si{100} surface (b) <112> and <110> directions on Si{11
planes, their etching characteristics are exactly opposite to
each other. The concave corner remains intact during the
etching, while convex corners are immediately attacked by
the etchant leading to undercut. Hence the fabrication of
structures with protected convex corner is a tedious task
for both {100} and {110} silicon wafers. The mechanism of
undercutting [79-87] and the fabrication of convex corners
[24,88-128] are widely investigated. Although we have pub-
lished a review article in 2007 on the fabrication of convex
corners, it covers the techniques reported upto 2005 for
Si{100} wafers only [109]. The fabrication methods of con-
vex corners on {110} wafers were not discussed in this art-
icle. Additionally, over the past few years, different types of
techniques are reported for the protection of convex cor-
ners in different kinds of etchants for both {100} and {110}
silicon wafers [119-128].
ctions at which {111} planes appear during etching (a) <110>
0} surface.



Figure 3 Schematic representation of the etched profile using different shapes mask geometries in (a) {100} and (b) {110} silicon wafers.
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In this article, we have reviewed the fabrication methods
of convex corners on {100} and {110} silicon wafers using
silicon bulk micromachining based on anisotropic wet
chemical etching. This paper is intended to be an inde-
pendent guide to understand the main reason behind
undercutting, protection of convex corners, the advantages
and disadvantages of undercutting in silicon-based MEMS
fabrication, etc. We have discussed the issues of “where to
use what kinds of structure and the points to be considered
to select the type of etchant”.

Difference between etch rate, underetching and
undercutting
In order to select an etchant for silicon wet anisotropic
etching, various parameters such as etch rate, anisot-
ropy, handling, etching selectivity over other materials
(especially with masking material), CMOS compatibility,
undercutting, etc. are considered. The etch rate and
undercutting are primarily used to determine the etching
time and the etched shape of a structure. The etch rate
is a measure of the thickness removed per unit time. It
is measured along the direction perpendicular to the
surface being etched. Etch rate of crystallographic plane
{hkl} (i.e. R{hkl}) can be expressed by following relation:

R hklf g ¼
d hklf g
t

ð1Þ

where d{hkl} and t are the etch depth measured perpendicu-
lar to the {hkl} plane and the etching time, respectively.
The etch rate is a very useful parameter of an anisotropic

etchant as it is used to estimate other parameters such as
throughput, anisotropy ratio between two planes (particu-
larly amongst {100}, {110} and {111} planes), undercutting,
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etc. The absolute and relative etch rates of different crystal-
lographic planes are usually strong function of the etchant
type, concentration and etching temperature. Moreover,
the etch rates are significantly affected by the impurities (or
additives) in the etchant. A low concentration of IPA in
KOH [33,129-133] and a very small concentration of sur-
factant (e.g. 0.1% v/v) in TMAH [134-147] ensure a signifi-
cant reduction in the etch rates of {110} and its vicinal
planes (or the planes between {110} and {111} surfaces such
as {441}, {331}, {221}, etc.). Recently, surfactant added KOH
is characterized to alter the etching anisotropy and etched
surface morphology [148,149]. The etch rates of principle
orientations (i.e. {100}, {110} and {111}) can easily be deter-
mined using {100}, {110} and {111} silicon wafers which are
commonly available in the market. In order to obtain the
detailed data on the crystal orientation dependence of the
etch rate, either a wagon wheel structure (a series of narrow
and long mask opening rotated by a small angle to each
other about a center) as shown in Figure 4 [25,150-154] or
a silicon hemisphere as shown in Figure 5 [29,34,37,38] is
Figure 4 The diagram of lateral underetch rates as a function of orien
50% KOH at 78°C). These patterns provide relative etch rates rather than
employed. Wagon wheel structure gives the etch rates of lim-
ited number of crystallographic planes, while silicon hemi-
sphere provides etch rate data of all possible crystallographic
planes as presented in Figure 5. The widest application of
wagon wheel pattern is to know the relation between lateral
etch rate and the crystallographic direction on different
orientation surfaces (e.g. {100}, {110}). As the Si{111} planes
have lowest etch rate in anisotropic wet chemical etching,
the direction containing {111} planes (e.g. <110> and <112>)
exhibit minimum lateral etching as presented in Figure 4.
The undercutting and underetching are the lateral etching

which occur under the masking layer. Mostly, the words
“undercutting” and “underetching” are used interchange-
ably. In reference [1], underetching is specifically used to
define the etching under the mask edges which do not con-
tain extruded/convex corners. This kinds of underetching
takes place due to the misalignment of mask edges or/and
owing to finite etching of the {111} planes. If the mask pat-
terns include convex corners, the underetching at convex
corners is termed as undercutting. Hereafter, mainly
tation on silicon wafer using wagon-wheel structure (Etchant:
absolute etch rates.



Figure 5 Comparison of the contour patterns of the etching rates in KOH and TMAH solutions obtained using silicon hemisphere [34].
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undercutting word is used for the lateral etching at any type
of mask edge and corner. In the case of {100} wafers, sig-
nificant undercutting takes place at the edges aligned along
non-<110> directions if an etchant is used without any ad-
ditives (i.e. pure KOH or TMAH). In order to fabricate the
square/rectangle cavity of controlled dimensions in {100}
silicon wafers, the sides of square/rectangle mask opening
are aligned along the <110> directions as the mask edges
aligned with these directions exhibit minimum undercut-
ting owing to the appearance of {111} planes. If the sides
are slightly misaligned from the <110>direction, the under-
cutting starts at the edges resulting in a cavity of bigger di-
mensions than the requirement as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 6 illustrates the undercutting at the mask edges

aligned along <100> directions. The undercutting at
sharp convex corners on {100} and {110} surfaces are
shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. In this paper, the
sharp convex and concave corners are always referred to
the corners bounded by only {111} planes. Due to under-
cutting, any arbitrary shape of mask opening on {100}
wafer acquires a square shaped cavity after a sufficient
time (or prolonged time) of wet etching as shown in
Figure 3(a). The sidewalls of the cavity are slowest {111}
planes. In the case of {110} surface, except the parallelo-
grammic structures formed by <112> and <110> direc-
tions, any kinds of mask opening become a polygon
shape cavity after a sufficiently long etching time as il-
lustrated in Figure 3(b). The final shape and size can be
determined using etching parameters and trigonometric
relations. The ratio of undercut length (l) to etch depth
(d) is defined as undercutting ratio (Ur = l/d). This re-
view article is primarily focused on the role of convex
corners in silicon-based MEMS. Hence, the undercutting
issue is addressed for sharp convex corners.



Figure 6 Schematic diagram with SEM pictures illustrating undercutting and etching.
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Alignment of mask edges along crystallographic directions
on wafer surface plays a significant role in controlling the
shape and size of etched profiles. In order to align the mask
patterns with respect to the crystallographic directions on
the wafer surface, primary flat is commonly employed as ref-
erence. In this case, any degree of misorientation in primary
flat leads to the misalignment of mask patterns with respect
to crystallographic directions. A small degree of misalign-
ment of the mask edge with crystallographic direction re-
sults in oversized microstructure due to the undercutting at
the misaligned mask edges. Therefore, in the fabrication of
silicon-based MEMS structures using wet etching, a high
precision alignment of mask pattern to crystal orientation is
desirable in order to control the dimensions of fabricated
structures. Several studies have been performed for the
precise alignment of mask patterns with respect to
Figure 7 Undercutting at the convex corners of the mask pattern on
crystallographic directions on {110} and {100} silicon wafers
[155-160]. All these techniques are based on the develop-
ment of mask patterns to create the pre-etched pattern for
the identification of crystallographic directions, for instance,
<110> direction on {100} oriented wafer surface.

Advantages and disadvantages of corner
undercutting
In the fabrication of wet bulk micromachined structures,
undercutting at convex corners plays a significant role. It
has its own advantages and disadvantages in fabrication
process. For the realization of suspended/freestanding mi-
crostructures made of materials such as p+-Si, SiO2, Si3N4,

etc., silicon beneath a structural component needs to be re-
moved [1-5,10,70,161-163]. If the process is done only on
one side of the wafer, the removal of underneath material
Si{100} wafer.



Figure 8 Undercutting at the convex corners of the mask pattern on {110} silicon wafer in 25 wt% TMAH and 34 wt% KOH [116,128].
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is only possible by undercutting process [70,161,162]. In
order to minimize the release time as fast as possible
undercutting is desirable. Hence, a high undercutting rate
is advantageous for the formation of suspended structures.
Figure 9 illustrates the application of undercutting for the
fabrication of suspended cantilever beam.
In many cases, undercutting is detrimental as it dis-

torts the desired shape of the structure e.g. proof mass
for accelerometer, mesa structures, chip isolation
grooves, bent V-grooves, etc. as shown in Figure 10
[1,2,39,57,70,92,95,118,120]. Thus, the undercutting is
unwanted for the fabrication of these types of micro-
structures and it is highly anticipated to eliminate this
problem by some means. Considering the advantages
and disadvantages of undercutting, special attention
must be given while designing mask pattern. Several
methods which are employed to circumvent the prob-
lem of undercutting are reviewed in this article.
Why does undercutting starts at convex corners?
The etching characteristics of KOH with different alcohol
additives are presented in Figure 11 [133]. The undercut-
ting in pure KOH is significantly high, whereas it is dra-
matically suppressed in alcohol-added solutions. In the
case of TMAH, the surfactants are best additives to
minimize the undercutting at all types of corners and
edges as shown in Figure 12 [134-146]. In pure alkaline
solutions, the convex corners encounter severe undercut-
ting, while no undercutting is observed at concave corners
as illustrated in Figure 9. Now the question is, why does
the undercutting start at convex corner and not at the
concave corner, even though both types of corners are
formed by the intersection of {111} planes. Moreover, why
the undercutting is suppressed when the etching is done in
alcohol-added KOH (or surfactant-added TMAH) as shown
in Figures 11 and 12. Several models have been developed to
explain the mechanism behind the undercutting at convex



Figure 9 Schematic diagrams with SEM pictures representing the application of convex corner undercutting in the releasing of
microstructure for MEMS.
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corner [80-86]. Most of the models talk about Si{100} wafers
as this orientation is most widely employed in microfabrica-
tion. In general, they explain that the undercutting occur due
to the appearance of high etch rate planes during etching
process [80-85]. At the atomistic scale, the convex corner ex-
poses low coordination atoms with high removal rates, hence
inducing the emergence of fast etching planes as the sloping
facets or bevels [164]. Wei Dong et al. explained the under-
cutting mechanism on {110} surface by comparing the dens-
ity of break bonds (i.e. dangling bonds) at convex corner and
{111} surface [86]. The break bond density of silicon atoms
at convex corner is higher than that of {111} planes. This fact
results in undercutting at convex corner as the removal rate
of the atoms belonging to convex corner is higher than that
of the atoms pertaining to {111} planes. The silicon atoms at
concave corners do not contain any break bond and there-
fore the shape of concave corner is not distorted.
Recently, a simple model is developed to describe the

etching characteristics of concave and convex corners on
{100} and {110} surfaces in all kinds of wet anisotropic
etchants [79,87]. This model is based on the etching behavior
of the tangent planes at the convex edge and the role of dan-
gling bonds in etching process. There are infinite number of
planes that can pass through the convex edge of the mesa
structure. Although infinite number of planes can pass
through this edge, the silicon atoms of the convex edge be-
long fully to only the tangent plane at that edge as can quite
simply be noticed in Figure 13. The orientation of tangent
planes depends on the angle of convex corner (i.e. acute,
right and obtuse). The tangent planes at the acute and ob-
tuse convex corners are {100} and {110}, respectively. In the
case of right angled convex corner on {100} wafer, the orien-
tation of tangent plane is {110}. In the anisotropic etchants,
the etch rates of {110} and {100} planes is higher than that of
the {111} planes as presented in Figure 5. Therefore, the
undercutting starts at convex edge as the tangent planes con-
taining the atoms of convex ridge exhibit much higher etch
rate than that of the {111} planes which form the corners.
As presented in Figure 12, undercutting at convex cor-

ner is significantly reduced in surfactant-added TMAH.
The etch rate of Si{100} is almost the same as in pure
and surfactant-added 25 wt% TMAH (Figure 12(c), while
the etch rates of {110} and its vicinal planes are de-
creased to a considerably low level when a very small
amount of surfactant is added into the etchant. The main
cause behind the change in etching rates is attributed to
the orientation dependent adsorption of surfactant mole-
cules during etching process. It has been confirmed
through Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Ellipso-
metric studies that the maximum adsorption is for {111}



Figure 10 A few examples of the microstructures in silicon wafer where undercutting at convex corners is absolutely undesirable.
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surface followed by {110} and {100} surfaces [135-137].
The etch rate of {100} is almost unaffected because the
layer of surfactant molecules on {100} surface is not able
to protect the surface from the etchant owing to its lower
adsorptivity. In the case of Si{110}, significant reduction in
the etch rate indicates that the layer of adsorbed surfactant
molecules is sufficient enough to shield the surface from
the etchant. Since the tangent plane at the convex corner
on {100} surface is {110}, the surfactant molecules form a
dense layer on the convex corners as illustrated in
Figure 14. This dense layer inhibits the etchant to react
chemically with the silicon atoms at the corner that results
in dramatic reduction in the undercutting.
In the case of concave corner, regardless of its shape,

the concave ridge consists of atoms with no dangling
bonds (or unsatisfied bonds) i.e. all the bonds of concave
edge atoms are engaged with neighboring atoms. Owing
to this fact, no undercutting is initiated at the concave
corners and they remain intact and firmly defined by the
intersection of {111} planes regardless of the etching



Figure 11 Etching characteristics of KOH solutions at 80°C without and with different alcohol additives [133]. With permission from
Elsevier, Copyright 2002.
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time, etch depth, etchant concentration and the etching
temperature, as schematically shown in Figure 13.

Etched profile of undercut convex corners
The initiation of undercutting at convex corner exposes
other types of high etch rate planes whose orientations
depend on the type of wafer surface. The contour of
etched corner is analyzed by the lateral undercutting
etch rates in different directions which are estimated by
the etching of a wagon wheel structure as shown in
Figure 4. The lateral etch rate (or underetching) at
different crystallographic directions on a plane surface
depends on the type of etchant, concentration and
temperature [4,25]. Consequently the amount of under-
cutting and the geometry of the developed etch front are
typically different for different etchants. The final etch
front of the undercut convex corners are constructed by
the intersection of the directions which are parallel to
the maximum lateral etch rate directions nearest to the
edges forming convex corners as shown in Figures 15
and 16 for {100} and {110} surfaces, respectively. This
leads to differently shaped etched profile at different



Figure 12 Etching characteristics of pure and surfactant (Triton X-100) added 25 wt% TMAH: (a)-(c) 3D distribution and 2D plot of the
etch rates [38]; (d) etched profiles of the convex corners (e) undercutting ratio (l/d) at different temperatures (f) Micromachining of
alphabet letters in Si{100} using (i) pure TMAH and (ii) TMAH + Triton.
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Figure 13 Schematic representation of concave and convex corners in {100} and {110} wafers. The close-up view of concave corner
exhibiting silicon atoms of {111} surface with one dangling bonds, while the atoms belonging to the edge of concave corner do not contain any
dangling bond. The close-up view of convex corner showing the tangent planes.

Figure 14 Schematic representation of the surfactant adsorption at the silicon atoms of the convex corners, which belong to {110}
planes, in surfactant-added TMAH solution during etching process. The dense layer of surfactant molecules protect the convex corners from
etchant that result in the reduction of undercutting.
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Figure 15 Schematic representation of corner undercutting using lateral underetching diagram.

Figure 16 Determination of the etch front of convex corners on Si{110} using lateral undercutting diagram.
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types of corners as can be seen in Figures 7, 8, 15 and
16.
The etched profile of the sidewalls appearing at the

masked edges can easily be determined using Wulff-
Jaccodine method [4,38,165]. In this method, the
etched profile is estimated by the distribution of
the etch rate vectors existing in the planes belonging to
the mask edge from where the etched sidewall profile
will appear. The mask edge (or line) is called the zone
axis of the planes passing through it. A zone is a set of
{hkl} planes that mutually intersect along (or are paral-
lel to) a common direction (or axis) [uvw] with respect
to a given crystal as illustrated in Figure 17. The line of
intersection [uvw] is called a zone axis. The etch rates
of the planes of any zone axis can be determined by the
Figure 17 Schematic representation of zone axis and its planes and t
etchant for (a) <100> −zone and (b) <110>−zone which are utilized t
method [4].
etch rate data of hemisphere [34,38]. The sidewall profile
of the etched pattern at the masking edge is the minimal
envelop of all intersecting lines which are perpendicular to
the etch rate vectors of the different planes belonging to
the mask edge (zone axis) as demonstrated in Figures 18
and 19. The planes appearing at the mask edge are the
minimum etch rate planes between the horizontal plane
and vertical plane at that edge. Similarly the etched profile
of undercut structure are estimated. In this case, the side-
walls are the minimum etch rate planes at the maximum
lateral underetch rate directions.
The orientation of the facets appearing at the convex

corners mainly depend on types of etchant, concentra-
tion and additives [79-87]. The etching time and
temperature also affect the shape and orientation of
he diagram of the etch rates of different planes in KOH type
o predict the shape of etched profile using Wulff-Jaccodine



Figure 18 Schematic demonstration of Wulff–Jaccodine method to estimate the etched profiles at the mask edges aligned along
<110> and <100> directions on Si{100} surface.
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beveled planes. In general, these facets in the case of
{100} surface are typically {311}, {211}, {331}, {411},
{212}, {772}, etc. [80-85,90]. The orientation of the
undercutting planes significantly affected by the addi-
tives in the etchant, for example, IPA in KOH (Figure 11)
and the surfactant in TMAH (Figure 12). However the
orientation of beveled planes at undercut corners de-
pend on the choice of etchant and its concentration,
Figure 19 Schematic illustration of the estimation of sidewall pro
Wulff–Jaccodine method.
different research groups have reported different indices
for same etchant. For instance in KOH solution, the bev-
eling planes at the convex corners reported by, Shikida
et al., Chang Chien et al. and Mayer et al. are {311},
{772} and {411}, respectively [83,84,92]. Hence, there is
some disagreement in the literature about the exact
orientation of planes that emerge at the convex corners
during etching process. Shikida et al. explained that the
file at <110> mask edge on Si{110} surface using
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fast etching planes emerging at convex corners are lo-
cated at the saddle point in the etch rate diagram [83].
The location of the saddle point in the etch rate dia-
gram depends on the etching parameters, for instance,
it is located around {311} plane for 34 wt% KOH. In the
case of {110} wafers, the etch front planes at the under-
cut convex corner of the mesas structures formed by
<112> direction estimated by Kim and Cho for KOH
are {311} and {771} planes for acute and obtuse corners,
respectively [116]. The beveled angle (α) (Figure 15)
vary from structure-to-structure on same sample [80].
Therefore the index of beveled facet will also change.
Consequently, the index of the undercut plane for an
etchant cannot be defined absolutely. In principle, the
undercutting takes place due to the exposure of low co-
ordination atoms with high removal rates, but the facets
at the undercut corners are not the highest etch-rate
planes. Instead, they are local maximum etch-rate
planes, which lie in the vicinity of the saddle point in
the etch-rate contour map [166]. In the surfactant-
added TMAH and IPA-added KOH, the etch rates of
{110} and its vicinal planes are suppressed to consider-
ably low level. Due to this factor, the undercutting at
extruded corners, curved and non-<110> edges on
{100} surface is significantly reduced [136-146]. It may
be emphasized here that the surfactant-added TMAH is
not suitable for the fabrication of microstructures on
{110} wafer as the etch rate of {110} orientation is very
low as presented in Figure 12. As will be discussed in
next section, knowledge of the beveled planes is not sig-
nificantly important to fabricate protected convex cor-
ners. The undercutting ratio (l/d) and beveled angle (α),
as illustrated in Figure 15, are primarily required to de-
velop a method to realize well-shaped convex corners.

Fabrication methods of convex corners
A significant amount of research has been devoted for
the realization of convex corners on Si{100} surface as
this orientation is most extensively used in MEMS fabri-
cation [24,88-114,118-126]. However, much less is re-
ported for Si{110} as it is employed only for specific
applications [115-117,127,128]. In this article, the fabri-
cation of convex corners are reviewed for both types of
orientations (i.e. Si{100} and Si{110}). Several tech-
niques have been developed for the formation of pro-
tected convex corners using wet anisotropic etching.
Each fabrication technique has its own set of advantages
and disadvantages in terms of process flexibility, time,
cost and the quality of fabricated corner. These methods
are described in following sections.

Corner compensation technique
In order to realize the well-defined convex corners, cor-
ner compensation is a most popular method. This
method is based on the addition of extra geometry at the
convex corner in order to delay the etching so that no under-
cutting can start at the corner. The corner compensation
technique in wet anisotropic etching is covered by a large
amount of publications in the past [24,88-126]. Most of the
studies are carried out for pure and IPA-added KOH so-
lutions. Some of them are performed for EDP [89,90]
and TMAH [108,120,122]. Various types of compensa-
tion patterns employed for the realization of convex
corners on {100} and {110} silicon wafers are shown in
Figures 20 and 21, respectively. The design methodology
of these structures are elaborated in the subsequent
subsections. The size of the compensating geometries
strongly depends on the etch depth and the etching
characteristics of the etchant. Various parameters must
be known for the analysis and the accurate design of the
compensation geometry: etch rate of wafer surface plane
(i.e. R{100} or R{110}); etch depth (d); undercutting
length (l); beveled angle (α) i.e. an angle between the
direction of maximum lateral undercutting and mask
edges; undercutting ratio: (Ur = l/d).

Corner compensation geometries for Si{100} wafer
The design methodology of corner compensation geom-
etry is same for all types of anisotropic etchants. The di-
mensions and shapes are analyzed by relative etch rates
of crystallographic planes. However different kinds of
compensation geometries, as presented in Figure 20, are
proposed, four types of designs, namely, triangle,
square, <110> band and <100> oriented beam are the
basic structures. Other shapes are the derivatives of
these structures.
(i) Triangle: The triangular shape geometry, as shown

in Figure 22, is a simplest compensating design in terms
of determining its shape and dimensions [90,91,120]. In
order to calculate the dimensions of the compensating
triangle, the undercutting length along the <110> direc-
tion (OP, or OC, or l in Figure 22) and the beveled angle
α = ∠OPB = ∠OCB = ∠APO = ∠ACO are needed. The
lines PB and CB are representing the intersection of the
beveling planes with the wafer surface if no compensat-
ing pattern is used. The sides of the triangle AP and AC
are chosen to coincide with the <lm0> family of lines
corresponding to PB and CB. In other words, the sides
of the triangle are the highest lateral etch rate directions
on {100} surface as illustrated using a red color diagram
of lateral etch rates whose center is matched with the
convex corner. The length of the sides of the compen-
sating triangle (i.e. AP or AC ) can be determined using
the law of sines (or sine rule) as follows:



Figure 20 Various types of corner compensation geometries used to realize the convex corners on Si{100} wafer.
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It is clear from this formula that the length of the sides
of the compensating triangle depends on the undercut-
ting length l and the beveled angle α. The angle α and
the undercutting ratio (Ur = l/d) depend on the type of
etchant. Thus, in order to determine the dimensions of
Figure 21 Different kinds of corner compensation designs
employed to fabricate the convex corners on Si{110} wafer.
compensating triangle to fabricate a protected convex
corner for etch depth d, the length l and an angle α for
an etchant must be known. The successive consumption
of compensating design during etching is shown by dot-
ted lines.
The SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated in 40

wt% KOH and 25 wt% TMAH using triangular patterns
are shown in Figure 23(a) and (b), respectively. In the
case of 25 wt% TMAH, the convex corners of the mesa
structure are formed with slight beveling at the top side,
while in 40 wt% KOH extrusion at the fabricated corner
is clearly visible. Hence the triangular compensation
geometry does not ensure complete compensation of the
convex corners.
In several studies, it is found that the 25% TMAH is the

most favorable choice for the minimization of undercutting
at sharp convex corners and achieving smooth surface fin-
ish with reasonable etch rate of Si{100} by adding a small
amount of surfactant [134-137,141,142,146]. Figure 24
shows the SEM image of consecutive etch shapes of mesa
structure with triangular compensation structure. It can be
noticed in Figure 24(b) that the compensating structures at
the top part of the corners have been consumed. However
the convex corners have not acquired the desired shape as
lot of lump mass is left at the edges of the corners. Al-
though further etching has removed the extruded structure,



Figure 22 Schematic representation of triangular shape
compensation geometry.
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the upper side shape of the corner is distorted. From these
results, it can be concluded that triangular shape geometry
cannot provide a sharp convex corner in surfactant-added
TMAH solution.
(ii) Square: The triangular shape geometry require

more space to its long sides. In this scheme, square
shape design is proposed to reduce the spatial require-
ment to fit in lesser space at the target corner in com-
parison to triangular shape as shown in Figure 25. In
this case, a square whose center coincides with the apex
of the convex corner is used for the time delayed etching
to protect the convex corner [24,88,89,91,120,122,125].
It can be noticed from Figure 25 that the square shape
compensation design contains three convex corner (m, n
Figure 23 SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated in
(a) 40 wt% KOH and (b) 25 wt% TMAH at 70°C using
triangular shape compensating geometry shown in
Figure 22.
and T) and therefore this structure is consumed by the
undercutting that starts from these corners. In order to de-
termine the side length of the compensation geometry (a)
for etch depth d, a simple formula can be derived using
geometrical relations. The calculation is based on the time
required for beveled edge �lm0

� �
(or <lm0>) to evolve from

point m to point O as illustrated in Figure 25.
The perpendicular distance r from a point m(−a/2, a/2)

to a line OS which is parallel to �lm0
� �

(or <lm0>) and
passing through ‘O’ (i.e. y = tan α.x)

r ¼
a
2 − tan α: − a

2

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ tan2α

p ⇒r ¼ 0:5a cos αþ sin αð Þ ð3Þ

The relation between r and l is l ¼ r
sin α

Using these two equations, we can get a relation be-
tween a, r and undercutting ratio (Ur = l/d)

Ur ¼ l
d

⇒d ¼ 0:5a cos αþ sin αð Þ
Ur sin α

ð4Þ

The mesa structures fabricated in 40 wt% KOH and 25
wt% TMAH using square compensating geometry are
presented in Figure 26(a) and (b), respectively. In both
cases, the shape of the corners are damaged and signifi-
cant beveling can be observed. The SEM images of a
mesa structure etched in surfactant-added 25 wt%
TMAH for different durations are shown in Figure 27.
In this case also, the fabricated convex corners are not
well-shaped. If the etching is done till the compensating
geometry consumed, lot of extruded silicon remains at
the corners as can be seen in Figure 27(b). Similar to tri-
angular shape compensation, further etching to remove
the extra mass at convex corner alters the desired shape
of the corner as shown in Figure 27(c).
(iii) <110> oriented beam: The main objective behind

the design of compensation structure is to reduce the
spatial requirement and to achieve well-shaped convex
corner. In this case, a simple <110> oriented beam (or
rectangle) as illustrated in Figures 20(d) and 28 or the
combination of <110> oriented beams and squares as
shown in Figure 20(e)-(h), is added at the convex corner,
[89,94-99,110,120,126]. The progressive etched profiles
of simple and asymmetric <110> beams are shown by
dotted lines in Figure 28. The consumption of <110>
compensation beam takes place by the initiation of
undercutting at its convex corners which is illustrated
using the lateral etch rates diagrams shown by red color
lines. It can be observed from the etched front indicated
by dotted lines, <110> beam type compensation design
exhibits significant beveling, depending on the beam’s



Figure 24 Sequentially etched shape for a mesa structure with triangular shape compensating design in surfactant added 25 wt%
TMAH [120]. With permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2009.
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width. In order to reduce the beveling, the width of the
beam should be as small as possible. The beveling can
also be minimized using asymmetric shape beam, as
shown in Figure 28(b). Let W and L<110> are the width
and length of the compensation beam, respectively. A
mathematical relation between these dimensions and the
etch depth d can be determined using simple geomet-
rical formulae as employed for the square compensation
geometry in previous section. In this case, the perpen-
dicular distance r is calculated from point B to a line
OG which passes through ‘O’ (i.e. y = cota.x). The fol-
lowing relations are obtained for two differently shaped
beams (i.e. symmetric and asymmetric):
(a) Simple beam (Figure 28(a))

d ¼ 0:5W cos αþ L<110> sinα
Ur

f or L<110>≥0:5W ð5Þ
Figure 25 Schematic view of square shape compensation design.
(b) Asymmetric beam (Figure 28(b))

d ¼ W cos αþ L<110> sin α

Ur sin α
ð6Þ

The SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated using
asymmetric <110> beam (Figure 28(b)) in 40 wt% KOH
and 25% TMAH are presented in Figure 29(a) and (b),
respectively. It can be easily noticed from SEM images
that the corners are in very bad shape in both etchants.
A lump mass extruded along the <110> direction is
clearly visible in the case of structure realized in 25 wt%
TMAH. Therefore, this compensating design is not suit-
able for achieving sharp corners in any kind of etchant.
As we discussed earlier, the triangular and square shapes
compensating geometries are not appropriate for the for-
mation of sharp corner in surfactant-added TMAH. In
this case also, it can be easily estimated that the etched
shape of the convex corner using <110> beam will also
result in extruded mass around the convex corner, but
along the <110> directions only.
(iv) Simple <100> oriented beam: None of the com-

pensation structures discussed so far (i.e. triangle,
square, <110> −beam) provides sharp edge convex cor-
ner. In continuation of the efforts to fabricate sharp
convex corner, a simple <100> oriented beam is proposed as
presented in Figure 30 [92,100,103,105,108,109,120,122,125].
As shown by dotted lines, the beam is consumed by
Figure 26 SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated in (a) 40
wt% KOH and (b) 25 wt% TMAH at 70°C using square shape
compensating geometry as shown in Figure 25.



Figure 27 Sequentially etched shape for a mesa structure with square compensating patterns in surfactant added 25 wt% TMAH [120].
With permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2009.
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undercutting initiated from the free end and the lateral
undercutting that starts at the long edges of the beam.
The etched profile of <100> beam depends on the etching

characteristics of different planes appearing at <100>
mask edge. These planes are either {100} or {ij0} as illus-
trated in Figures 31 and 32. To predict the etched profile
of <100> beam, different conditions based on the etch rate
ratio of {ij0} and {100} (i.e. R{ij0}/R{100}) can be defined
using Figure 31 as follows:

(a) If
R ij0f g
R 100f g

≤sinθ, only {ij0} planes will be developed

at <100> edges

(b) If sinθ <
R ij0f g
R 100f g

< 1
cosθ, both (100) and {ij0} will expose

(c) If
R ij0f g
R 100f g

≥ 1
cosθ , only vertical (100) planes emerge
Figure 28 Schematic illustration of <110> oriented compensation geo
The etched shapes corresponding to the conditions
(a), (b) and (c) are illustrated in Figure 32(a)-(c),
respectively. It can be easily observed in Figure 32 that
the <100> compensating geometry provides sharp convex

corners only if the condition
R ij0f g
R 100f g

≥ 1
cosθ is satisfied i.e. the

sidewalls possess only vertical {100} planes during etching
as demonstrated by the SEM picture and the schematic
drawing in Figure 32(c).
In order to get a relation to determine the length

of <100> beam (i.e. L<100>), the successive etched pro-
file, as shown by black color dotted lines in Figure 30,
should be analyzed. The lateral etch rate diagram is
used to illustrate the directions of undercutting at the
free end and the <100> mask edges. The progressive
etched profile in Figure 30 is presented for the
metry.



Figure 29 SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated in (a) 40
wt% KOH and (b) 25 wt% TMAH at 70°C using asymmetric
<110> beam compensating geometry shown in Figure 28(b).
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condition
R ij0f g
R 100f g

≥ 1
cosθ as it provides sharp edge convex

corner. The undercutting at the free end is caused by
fast etching high index planes, while lateral undercut-
ting at <100> edges occurs mainly due to the etching
of {100} planes. This design aims to realize the convex
corner by the lateral undercutting of {100} planes
which appear at <100> edges. For the same reason, the
width of the beam should be twice the required etch
depth and the beam should be sufficiently long so that
the final shape of the convex corner is formed by only
the lateral undercutting of {100} planes. In order to de-
termine the beam length (i.e. L<100>) to realize a micro-
structure with well-protected convex corner upto etch
depth d (i.e. 1

2W ), a relation between L<110> and d can
be developed by formulating the equation of various
lines.
Figure 30 Schematic representation of <100> −oriented
compensation pattern.
The equation of a straight line SB (i.e. <lm0>, a
fast etching front line) passing through the fixed

point B 1ffiffi
2

p L<100>−
ffiffiffi
2

p
d; 1ffiffi

2
p L<100>

� �
and having slope tan α

with <110> edge is

y−
1ffiffiffi
2

p L<100> ¼ tan α x−
1ffiffiffi
2

p L<100> þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
d

	 


⇒ sin α:x− cos α:y þ L<100>ffiffiffi
2

p cos α− sin αð Þ þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
d sin α ¼ 0

ð7Þ
The perpendicular distance from a point O (0, 0) to a

line SB (i.e. <lm0 > direction)

d1 ¼ L<100>ffiffiffi
2

p cos α− sin αð Þ þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
d sin α ð8Þ

The equation of a straight line AB (i.e. <100> line)
passing through a point A(

ffiffiffi
2

p
d; 0Þ and making an angle

of 45° with <110> edge is

x−y−
ffiffiffi
2

p
d ¼ 0 ð9Þ

It can be noticed in Figure 30 that the perpendicular dis-
tance from point ‘O’ to line ‘AB’ is d (i.e. etch depth). In order
to achieve a sharp edge convex corner the beam should be
consumed by lateral etching of {100} planes at <100>
edges and therefore following condition must be satisfied:

d1R<lm0> ¼ dR<100> ð10Þ
where R<100> and R<lm0> are the etch rates along the di-
rections perpendicular to them.
Substituting the value of d1 from equation (8) into the

equation (10) and re-arranging the terms, we get

d ¼ R<lm0>

R<100>

L<100>ffiffiffi
2

p cos α− sinαð Þ þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
d sinα

	 


ð11Þ

The microstructures fabricated using <100> beam in 25
wt% TMAH and 40 wt% KOH are shown in Figures 33(a)
and (b), respectively. It can be noted from SEM pictures
that the microstructures contain well-shaped convex cor-
ners. As stated earlier, <100> beam provides sharp convex

corner only if the condition
R ij0f g
R 100f g

≥ 1
cosθ is satisfied. If an

etchant (or etching conditions) does not satisfy this relation,
triangular (or square) shape can be a better choice. The
etching in the surfactant-added TMAH (or IPA-added
KOH) exposes {110} planes at <100> edges as shown in
Figure 32(a) and therefore this type of etchants are not suit-
able to fabricate sharp convex corners using <100> beam as
compensation geometry [120,133,146].
(v) Superimposed squares: The major part of the re-

search in corner compensation method has been focused



Figure 31 An square shape mask pattern with <100> compensation design. The cross sectional view of the etched profile of the compensating
structure is utilized for analyzing the conditions for the exposure of {ij0} planes during etching which is presented in next Figure 32.
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to reduce the spatial requirement without compromising
on the quality of convex corner. The spatial requirement
for a particular etchant is primarily determined by two
factors: the shape of the compensating pattern and the
amount of corner undercutting in that etchant. How-
ever, <100> −oriented beam compensation design pro-
vides very sharp corner, high spatial requirement along
its length is a serious concern. In order to reduce the
Figure 32 Etched profiles of a <100> oriented beam compensation st
between the angle θ and the etch rates of R{100} and R{ij0} as illustrate
spatial requirement, superimposed square shape design
is proposed [107]. In this geometry, one square of side a
and two of side a/2 are superimposed at the apex of the
convex corner, as illustrated in Figure 34. The shape of
compensating structure at different steps during etching
is designated by dotted lines. In this case, the structure
is first consumed by the fast etching planes appearing at
its convex corners (i.e. B, D, E, F and H). After a finite
ructure on {100} wafer surface for three different conditions
d in Figure 31.



Figure 33 SEM photographs of the microstructures fabricated in TMAH and KOH using <100> oriented compensating beam as shown
in Figure 30.
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interval of time, depending on the dimensions and etching
parameters, the etch front is transformed into a <100> ori-
ented beam whose free end is formed by the <lm0> etch
front lines as shown in Figure 34(b). After this stage, etch-
ing proceeds by both lateral undercutting of the {100}
sides and fast propagation of the planes at the free end.
Similar to <100> beam, the shape of the convex corner
should be taken by the lateral etching of vertical {100}
planes as shown in Figure 34(c). In order to get the sharp
edge convex corners (i.e. criterion to get the convex
corner by lateral etching of vertical {100} planes), the
following condition must be satisfied [107]:

V ¼ R<lm0>

R<100>

	 

<

3 cos α−2 sin αð Þ tan αþ 1ð Þffiffiffi
2

p ð12Þ

A detailed derivation of the relation between the
square side a and the etch depth d gives [107]:

d ¼ 2 sin αþ cos α
4V

þ
ffiffiffi
2

p

4 tan αþ 1ð Þ
� �

a ð13Þ

The SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated in 30
wt% KOH and 25 wt% TMAH are shown in Figure 35(a)
and (b), respectively. In both cases, the convex corners
of mesa structures are well-defined.
As mentioned, this design relies on the transformation

of the etch profile into a <100> beam and the <100>
beam is not suitable for the fabrication of convex cor-
ners using surfactant-added TMAH. Therefore the com-
pensation geometry formed by superimposed squares is
not appropriate to achieve sharp corners in surfactant-
added TMAH. Based on the above discussion, it can be
stated that none of the compensating designs provides
any improvement over the already nearly sharp convex
corners obtained in surfactant-added 25% TMAH with-
out compensation as presented in Figure 12(d) [120].
(vi) Corner compensation design for bent V-grooves:

The basic problem associated with corner compensation
design is the large spatial requirement around the convex
corner. In several kinds of microstructures, for instance, the
mesa structure surrounded by bent V-grooves and the
crossed V-grooves for chip isolation as presented in Figure 36,
the space available around the convex corner is less than
that is required for the incorporation of compensating
structure. In these cases, simple compensation structures
(e.g. square, triangle, <100> and <110> beams) cannot be
employed as they cannot be fitted in the existing space
around the corner. As mentioned earlier, the spatial re-
quirement for a particular etchant is primarily determined
by two factors: the shape of the compensating pattern and
the amount of corner undercutting in that etchant. Various
designs have been reported to fabricate the bent V-grooves.
Mayer et al. proposed a design in which <100> oriented

beam is fanned out into narrow <110> strips at both sides



Figure 34 Superimposed squares geometry for corner compensation: (a) schematic; (b) etched profile after time t1 and (c) etched
profile at time t2 (>t1) when structure transformed to a <100> beam [107]. With permission from IOP, Copyright 2006.
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and its free end is connected to the external mask (or
frame) by a narrow beam just to eliminate the convex cor-
ners as presented in Figure 37 [92]. In this case, the etch-
ing of compensation structure starts only from the convex
corners at the free end of the <110> narrow beams. As
soon as the undercutting from the free end of <110> strips
reaches to the main <100> beam, it proceeds by the lateral
etching at both sides of the beam. The dimensions of the
compensating pattern can easily be calculated using sche-
matic drawing shown in Figure 37(b). The consumption
of main <100> beam through lateral undercutting by ver-
tical {100} planes gives W<100>

2 etch depth, where W<100> is
the width of <100> beam. The length of <110> oriented
narrow strips (i.e. L<110>) for etch depth d can be calcu-
lated as follows:

L<110> ¼ d−
W<100>

2

	 

� V � 1

sin α

ð14Þ
where V ¼ R<lm0>

R<100>

� �
is the etch rate ratio between <lm0>

(or the undercut direction at convex corner) and <100>
directions.
It is obvious from relation that the length of <110>
strips is independent from its width. It depends on the
etch depth d, width of the main <100> beam (i.e. W<100>

2 )
and the beveled angle α at convex corner. Hence the
width of the <110> strips can be chosen according to
convenience. This type of compensating structure can
provide the sharp edge convex corner only if the com-
pensation geometry at the end is consumed by only the
lateral etching of vertical {100} planes. However, practic-
ally the undercut profile of vertical etched profile is dis-
torted by <110> strips that results in the appearance of
protruded mass at the bottom of convex corner as can
be observed in the SEM images of Figure 37. If the etch-
ing is continued to remove this extra mass at the bot-
tom, severe undercutting starts at main convex corners
which degrades the shape of the mesa as can be seen in
Figure 37(d). Moreover, this method requires more space
along the length of the V-grooves and therefore suitable
only if the grooves are long enough.
Enoksson made some modifications in the <100>

beam as presented in Figure 38 to minimize the problem
of high spatial requirement [101]. In this design a



Figure 35 SEM pictures of mesa structures fabricated in (a) 30 wt% KOH at 80°C (Courtesy of Dr. W. Fan, work done at Peking
University) and (b) 25 wt% TMAH at 70°C using superimposed squares as compensating pattern.
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narrow slit is incorporated in the middle from the concave
corner. The length of the slit must be slightly longer than
twice the required etch depth to ensure that the compen-
sating structure is completely underetched. The progressive
change in the shape of the compensating structure during
the etching process is illustrated by dotted lines. The first
half of the beam (i.e. upto point C) is consumed by the
undercutting of {100} vertical planes. The undercutting at
A-A’ and B-B’ crosses each other at point ‘C’ and subse-
quently the undercutting also start from point ‘C’. Similar
to simple <100> beam (Figure 30), the width of the beam is
chosen twice of the etching depth. Figure 38(b) presents
the SEM picture of convex corner fabricated using
modified <100> beam shown in Figure 38(a). Though
the compensation geometry presented in Figure 38 re-
quires less space in comparison to simple <100> beam
(Figure 30), it is not suitable for the fabrication of bent
V-grooves. Additionally, it does not provide sharp edge
corner as some residue left at the lower part is clearly
visible in Figure 38(b).
In order to realize the bent V-grooves, Wacogne et al.

proposed a design composed of superimposed rectangle
and square patterns as shown in Figure 39 [118]. The
evolution of the etched profile, initiating from corners B
and H, is shown by dotted lines. In this design, the pro-
tection time mainly depends on the distance of beveled
direction <lm0> at point B (or H) from point O as indi-
cated by r in Figure 39(b). This can be formulated in
terms of beveled angle (α) and the dimensions of the
rectangular strip (i.e. length l1 and width (g1-g2)) as done
for square and <110> compensation geometries. Further-
more, the distance r can be correlated with etch depth d
and the etch rates of <lm0> and <100> (i.e. R<lm0> and
R<100>) as follows:

rR<100> ¼ dR<lm0> ⇒r ¼ d
R<lm0>

R<100>
⇒r ¼ dV ð15Þ

The etch rate of a direction means the velocity of the
edge during etching along a direction perpendicular to
it. Length of the compensation strip can be defined as
follows:

l1 ¼ R<lm0>

R<100>

d
sin α

−
g1−g2
tan α

ð16Þ

This equation is valid only if the length l1 is greater
than the width (g1-g2). This is the same case as consid-
ered for <110> compensation geometry. Furthermore,
the size of square DEFX (or width g2) should be as small
as possible to ensure that it is consumed before the bev-
eling directions <lm0> from point B and H reach the
main convex corner O. Figure 39(c) and (d) present the
shape of bent V-grooves fabricated in 40 wt% KOH
at 55°C using the compensation design shown in
Figure 39(b). It can be noticed that the perfect compensa-
tion is not possible using this design as the deformation



Figure 36 Schematic representation of the wet bulk micromachined structures which have limited space around the convex corners:
(a) V-groove connected to square aperture; (b) mesa structure surrounded by bent V-grooves; (c) V-grooves for chip isolation.
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of convex corner and some residues of the compensation
structure at the bottom of the corner is clearly visible. More-
over this design can be used only if the length of the groove
is sufficient for compensation design to fit in the pattern.
The design of a compensation pattern has been a major

concern when the space is limited around the corner. In
continuation of the efforts to overcome the problem of
high spatial requirement and to fabricate well-shaped cor-
ners, Scheibe et al. proposed superimposed <110> oriented
beams, as shown in Figure 40, for the formation of crossed
V-grooves for chip isolation [98]. As can be noted from the
SEM picture of crossed V-grooves in Figure 40(b), the cor-
ners are damaged and some residual mass remains at the
bottom surface.
Figure 41(a) shows a compensation scheme for the fabri-

cation of pyramidal aperture connected to V-groove as pre-
sented in Figure 36(a). The dotted lines designate the shape
of the structure as etching proceeds. The evolving etched
profile of compensation pattern clearly indicates that the
significant beveling will take place at the convex corners A
and B. This beveling can be reduced if the square shape
compensation geometry (Figure 41(a)) is replaced by asym-
metric <110> beams as illustrated in Figure 41(b). However
this design will also not be able to provide the well-defined
corners as discussed in section Corner compensation
geometries for Si{100} wafer (<110> oriented beam).
In the case of convex corner surrounded by bent V-

grooves, it can be concluded that no compensating
geometry provides well-protected convex corner if etch-
ing is done in pure KOH and TMAH solution. Never-
theless, the investigation of new etchants has improved
the situation [120,134-146]. Surfactant-added TMAH is
known to provide minimum undercutting at all kinds of
corners and edges as can be seen in Figure 12. In differ-
ent concentration of TMAH, 25% TMAH is the most fa-
vorable choice for minimizing the undercutting while
achieving smooth surface finish with reasonable etch
rate of {100} planes [134-136,140-142,145,146]. In this
etchant, any shape of the compensating design can con-
veniently be fitted in the accessible space for the forma-
tion of grooves for chip isolation and bent V-grooves. It
means that surfactant-added TMAH eliminates the
problem of large spatial requirement. As discussed earl-
ier, surfactant-added THAH is not feasible for the fabri-
cation of convex corners because the planes appearing at
the edges of the compensating design have lower etch
rates than {100}. If triangular (or square) compensating
geometry is employed, the extruded corners towards the



Figure 38 Modified <100> beam: (a) Schematic view and (b)
SEM picture of fabricates convex corner using this design [101].
With permission from IOP, Copyright 1997.

Figure 37 Corner compensation design for the realization of bent V-groove using (a) <100> oriented beam where several <110>
oriented narrow strips are added on both sides; (b) Dimensioning of the narrow strips; (c) Sequential V-grooves [92] (with permission
from The Electrochemical Society, Copyright 1990); (d) Mesa structures surrounded by bent V-grooves fabricated in 40 wt% KOH.
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bottom side will encounter the opposite {111} planes as
a barrier, as shown in Figure 42(a). Therefore, extrusion
due to extra silicon at convex corners can be reduced in
such structures.
In square and triangular compensating structures, the tri-

angular shape is more convenient due to its simple design.
During the etching process, it is consumed while maintain-
ing its original shape. The mesa structure surrounded by
bent V-grooves and the grooves for chip isolation fabricated
using the triangular shape are shown in Figure 42(a) and
(b), respectively. It can be observed in SEM photographs
that the convex corners are well-protected. It can be em-
phasized here that the surfactant-added TMAH is a best
choice for the realization of convex corner surrounded with
bent V-grooves. As discussed previously, the pure KOH
and TMAH are not suitable to fabricate a pyramidal aper-
ture connected to V-groove with well-defined convex cor-
ners. The surfactant-added solution is an appropriate
choice to fabricate such kind of pyramidal aperture as



Figure 39 Fabrication of microstructures with bent V-grooves: (a) schematic view of bent V-groove in {100} wafer; (b) mask pattern
with corner compensation structure; (c)-(d) fabricated structures [118] (with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2006).
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presented in Figure 43. This kind of structure is frequently
required for a wide range of applications, especially in the
field of microfluidics and microbiology.

Corner compensation geometries for Si{110} wafer
{110} silicon surface has two fold symmetry and there-
fore the angle at the sharp corners depends upon the
direction at which {111} planes appear as presented in
Figures 2(b) and 3(b). Analogous to {100} surface, the
undercutting takes place at the convex corner on {110}
surface. Therefore, in order to fabricate a microstructure
with convex corner on Si{110} wafer, extra structure
must be added at the corner for its protection during
etching step. In the case of {100} wafers, the compensa-
tion structure provides well-defined corner if it is con-
sumed by the lateral etching of vertical {100} planes.
However, such kind of etching characteristics is not pos-
sible on {110} wafers. Furthermore, {110} wafer is not
suitable for the fabrication of MEMS structure using
surfactant-added TMAH as it has very low etch rate in



Figure 40 Corner compensation structure for the fabrication of
grooves for chip isolation [98]. With permission from IOP,
Copyright 1995.

Figure 41 Schematic view of mask pattern with compensation geometry
aperture as shown in Figure 36(a) using different shapes compensation g
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this etchant as presented in Figure 12 [37-40]. In order
to protect the corner on {110} wafer, mainly three kinds
of compensation geometry, namely, triangular, rhombus,
and parallelogramic beam are reported, as illustrated in
Figures 21 and 44 [115-117,128]. These designs are stud-
ied for the convex corners formed by the intersection of
vertical {111} planes (or <112> directions). The design
methodology of these geometries are briefly described in
following subsections.

(i) Triangular: As discussed in the case of {100} wafer,
undercut shape of the corner (i.e. beveled angles)
to fabricate a microstructure with V-groove connected to a square
eometries: (a) square shape and (b) asymmetric <110> beams.



Figure 42 Fabrication of the (a) microstructure with bent V-grooves and (b) grooves for chip isolation in surfactant added 25 wt%
TMAH using triangular shape compensation structure [120]. With permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2009.
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and the amount of undercutting (i.e. undercutting
length l) versus etch depth (d) depend on the
etching conditions and vary from etchant-to-
etchant. Therefore these parameters must be
known to investigate the design of compensating
geometry. The concept behind the design of this
structure is the same as used for {100} wafer. How-
ever the compensation structure cannot be identi-
cal for all corners as the included angles at convex
corners are not same as can be seen in Figure 44.
In this design, the directions of the sides of the tri-
angle at obtuse corners are the same as the direc-
tions of undercutting lines at acute corners and vice
versa, as shown in Figure 44(a). In the absence of
compensation pattern, the beveled shape (or under-
cut shape) at obtuse and acute angles are shown by
red and yellow color lines, respectively. The succes-
sive etched profile of compensating pattern during
etching is represented by dotted lines. The sides JP’
and KP’ of the compensating triangle at acute cor-
ners are chosen to coincide with <uuv> family of
lines corresponding to the directions of the under-
cutting at obtuse corners as indicated by red color
lines. Similarly at obtuse corners the sides of the
triangle MO’ and LO’ should coincide with <llm>
directions which are the directions of undercutting
at acute corners as shown by yellow color. In order
to calculate the dimensions of the triangle using
the sine rule, the beveled angles and the lengths
of undercutting along <112> directions at obtuse
(i.e. αo and lo) and acute (i.e. αa and la) angles must
be known. The SEM photographs of acute and ob-
tuse convex corners fabricated using triangular
compensation patterns in 42.5 wt% KOH at 80°C
are shown in Figure 45(a) and (b), respectively
[116]. It can be easily noticed that none of the cor-
ners is well-shaped, elongated residues of different
lengths are left at both types of corners.



(

Figure 43 SEM picture of the pyramidal apertures connected
to V-grooves.
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(ii) Rhombus (or Square): This design is a shortened
version of triangular shape pattern discussed in
previous section. The original idea of this kind of
shape is the same as the one reported by Puers
et al. for the design of square shape compensation
pattern for the formation of convex corners on
Si{100} [91]. The sides of compensating rhombus
aligned along <112> direction. The center of the
rhombus coincides with the apex of the convex
corners and it is of maximum size which can be
inscribed in the triangle as illustrated in Figure 44(b).
In the etching process, the compensating rhombus is
totally consumed by the undercutting that starts
from the three convex corners (A, B and C at acute
corners, E, F and G at obtuse corners) as illustrated
by the dotted lines in Figure 44(b). The dimensions
of the rhombic pattern can simply be calculated using
the sine rule as done earlier for other structures. The
SEM images of the convex corners fabricated in pure
and IPA-added 40 wt% KOH are shown in Figures 46(i)
and (ii), respectively [115]. In all cases except acute
corner in IPA-added KOH (Figure 46(c)-ii), irregular
shape residue can easily be observed.

iii) Parallelogramic beam (or Beam): In this method,
a <112> oriented beam (or parallelogramic beam) is
fitted at the convex corner. In order to calculate the
length of the beam to protect the corner for etch
depth d, the undercutting versus etch depth data
should be available. As illustrated in Figure 44(c),
the length of the compensating beam corresponding
to undercutting length lo (i.e. QX) for etch depth d
should be QY. In this design, the beam width does
not play any role and it should be as small as
possible, but it should not be consumed by the lateral
undercutting of {111} planes which appear at its
edges. The great feature of this structure is that the
same size beams are added at the acute and obtuse
corners. The SEM pictures of convex corners
fabricated in 42.5 wt% KOH using beam shape
compensating geometry are presented in Figure 47(a)
and (b), respectively. An SEM image of a cantilever
beam with vertical sidewalls in {110} wafer realized in
25 wt% TMAH using this design is shown in
Figure 48.

Perfect convex corners using two-step etching techniques
The compensation technique relies on time-delayed
etching of convex corners through some added extra
geometry. The dimensions of the compensating struc-
tures depend on the etch depth up to which the convex
corners have to be created. This technique, therefore, re-
quires (a) precise control of etch rate and (b) highly uni-
form wafer thickness. The convex corner results in
damaged corner if the etching is performed more than
the prescribed etching time. Moreover, in the corner
compensation method, high spatial requirement is a big
concern, especially when the spacing between adjacent
structures is limited. Hence, achieving very sharp cor-
ner without any damage at the convex edge (or any re-
sidual at the bottom surface) is a tedious task. In order
to avoid these issues and to fabricate microstructures
with ideally sharp corners, two techniques have been
developed [69,111-113]. The convex corner is formed
by the intersection of two {111} planes and, in these
techniques, {111} planes are fabricated in two steps.
After fabricating one of the two {111} planes of the
convex corner, it is protected by masking layer. There-
after, in the next step of etching, second plane is real-
ized. Hence both methods provide very clean and
sharp convex corners, but lithography requires two
masks and the wet etching is performed in two steps.
The fabrication steps of these techniques are discussed
in following subsections:

(i) The process steps of the first technique, which is
proposed by Kwon et al., are described in Figure 49
[69]. The fabrication of convex corner is done using
two masks. After defining a pattern using mask # 1,
anisotropic etching is employed to form a cavity of
desired depth (Figure 49(b)). Thereafter masking



Figure 44 Schematic representation of different shapes corner compensation geometries namely (a) triangular, (b) rhombus or square,
and (c) parallelogramic beam for the protection of convex corner during fabrication in {110} silicon wafers [128].
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layer is deposited on exposed silicon. The masking
layer can be thermal oxide or CVD nitride. If the
oxide is used as mask, KOH is not a suitable etchant
as it exhibits finite oxide etch rate. In that case,
TMAH should be used as an etchant. Subsequent to
the deposition of masking layer, second step of
lithography is performed using mask # 2 to pattern
the masking layer on the sidewalls as well as top
surface. Due to uneven surface topography, it is very
hard to coat the photoresist of a uniform thickness
using spin coating technique [167-169]. The use of
standard liquid photoresist deposited by a spin-
coating process results in non-uniform thickness,
especially on sloping sidewalls and convex edges/
corners. At the convex edges, the film may be even
discontinuous, as the photoresist reflows from
these edges due to surface tension. Very thin or
discontinuous photoresist coating at the convex



Figure 45 SEM photographs of (a) acute and (b) obtuse convex
corners fabricated using triangular compensation patterns in
42.5 wt% KOH at 80°C [116]. With permission from The
Electrochemical Society, Copyright 1998.

Figure 47 SEM photographs of (a) acute and (b) obtuse convex
corners fabricated using parallelogramic beam compensation
design in 42.5 wt% KOH at 80°C [116]. With permission from The
Electrochemical Society, Copyright 1998.
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edges fails to protect the masking layer at the sharp
edges during the etching process. This, in turn,
leads to etching of silicon during anisotropic
etching. Moreover, due to reflow of spin coated
photoresist, excessive amount of photoresist is
accumulated on the bottom of the cavities/trenches.
In order to coat the constant thickness photoresist,
spray coating method is employed. The thickness,
uniformity and surface roughness of spray-coated
photoresist depend on several parameters such as
viscosity of the photoresist, orifice of the spray
nozzle and the air pressure applied to the nozzle
[169-171]. After the patterning of masking layer
using second step of lithography (Figure 49(c)), the
Figure 46 SEM images of convex corners fabricated in (i) pure and (ii
[115]. With permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2006.
next step of anisotropic etching is carried out
(Figure 49(d)). At last, mask layer can be removed
globally if required. An SEM picture of a
microstructure fabricated using this method is
shown in Figure 49(f) [69]. It can be noticed that
the convex corners are well-protected.

However this technique provides protected convex
corners, the second step of lithography is onerous as it
is performed on 3D surface topography. 3D nature of
the microstructure makes it very difficult to transfer
the pattern [168,169,171-174]. There are three major
issues in lithography process on 3D topography:
) IPA added 40% KOH using rhombus compensation geometry



Figure 48 SEM picture of a cantilever beam with vertical
sidewalls in {110} wafer realized in 25 wt% TMAH using beam
shape compensating pattern at its corners.
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uniform photoresist coating, reflection of UV light
from tilted sidewalls and the uneven gap between mask
and bottom surface. First concern is the uniform coat-
ing of photoresist using spin coating method which is
most commonly used in microfabrication. Although
electrodeposition can be employed to obtain uniform
thickness photoresist on uneven surface, it has its own
limitations [172-174]. The electrodeposited photoresist
needs conductive base on which the photoresist elec-
trodeposition takes place and therefore it cannot be
used at all stages of a process. Although the spray coating
method provides better results than spinning, it is also not
an ideal solution to coat a uniform thickness resist on 3D
topography surface such as cavities with a large difference
in size on the same sample. The second problem in this
method is the reflection of UV light from tilted sidewalls
during UV exposure. This unwanted reflection exposes
the photoresist of opposite sidewalls. However it can be
avoided using polarized UV light, it requires extra hard-
ware in exposure tool [172]. The third issue is the uneven
gap between mask and wafer surface. It may cause diffrac-
tion problem and can change the feature size transferred
from mask to substrate.

(ii) The second method for the fabrication of perfect
convex corner also involve two steps of etching and
requires two masks [70,112,128,175]. However it
does not need any lithography after the first step of
etching. Both steps of lithography using photomasks
#1 and #2 are employed before the first step of
etching. Figure 50 shows the SEM micrographs of
the multiple reservoirs connected with each other
through V-shaped channels. The convex corners
formed by the intersection of the sidewalls are
completely protected. The sequence of process steps
are illustrated in Figure 51. The fabrication start
with the pattering of nitride layer using mask # 1.
Afterward, thermal oxidation is performed to grow
the oxide layer. This step of oxidation is called local
oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) as only exposed silicon
is oxidized and remaining part is protected by nitride
layer [176]. Now the oxide is patterned for the first step
of anisotropic etching (Figure 51(c)). Thereafter, the
etching is performed to a required depth (Figure 51(d)).
In these structures, it can be noticed that grooves
aligned along <110> can be formed in pure TMAH,
while those that are aligned with <100> are possible
only in surfactant-added TMAH (or IPA added KOH)
as the inclusion of surfactant in TMAH (or IPA in
KOH) reduces the undercutting at <100> edges. Now,
the thermal oxidation is carried out to deposit an
oxide layer on exposed silicon (second LOCOS).
Again, nitride layer is selectively removed either by
dry etching or wet etching in hot phosphoric acid
(H3PO4). If the nitride is etched out in hot phosphoric
acid, sample should be immersed in buffered
hydrofluoric acid (BHF) for a short time (about 20 sec)
in order to remove any oxide layer formed over the
nitride during the LOCOS process [177]. This step is
attempted because the oxide etch rate in phosphoric
acid is negligible in comparison to nitride etch rate.
Subsequently, the buffered oxide is etched out in BHF.
Now, the second step of silicon etching is employed.
This step of silicon etching should be performed in
TMAH as the oxide layer is being used as masking
layer. The sidewalls of the currently etched cavities
and of the grooves previously formed intersect each
other in the shape of the convex corners, which are
not etched back as they are passivated by the etch
mask. Finally oxide layer is removed in BHF. As
shown in SEM picture in Figure 50, the structure
fabricated using this method comprise perfect convex
corners. However, the process is illustrated for the
fabrication of microfluidic channels with multiple
reservoirs in Si{100} wafer, it can be utilized for other
types of structures which contain convex corners such
as proof mass for accelerometer [111]. Moreover this
technique can be employed for Si{110} to form the
microstructure with perfect convex corner as
presented in Figure 52 [128]. Hence this is a generic
process. In this method, the overlapped area between
two mask is calculated using simple trigonometric
relations. Accordingly the dimensions of masks are
determined. It may me emphasize here that the
dimensions of the mask for the fabrication of
microstructure using wet anisotropic etching is
determined considering the lateral undercutting
and angles of etched sidewalls.



Figure 49 Fabrication sequence for the formation of microstructure with protected convex corners using two-step etching: (a) Deposition
and patterning of mask layer; (b) Silicon anisotropic etching; (c) Re-deposition of mask layer followed by patterning (d) Second step of
anisotropic etching; (e) Removal of mask layer (f) SEM picture of a structure fabricated using similar process steps (with permission from
Elsevier, Copyright 2002) [69].
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Conclusions
This topical review is focused on the fabrication
methods of convex corners in {100} and {110} oriented
silicon wafers using anisotropic wet chemical etching
based silicon bulk micromachining. In the corner
Figure 50 SEM picture of microfluidic channel with multiple
reservoirs with perfectly protected corners realized using
two-step etching and LOCOS process.
compensation method, various kinds of compensating
geometries used for the formation of protected corners
are reviewed and discussed. In this technique, spatial
requirement and the resultant shape of etched convex
corner are the major concerns. In the case of {100}
wafer, <100> oriented compensating design provides
sharp edge corner under certain conditions, but its high
spatial requirement is a main drawback, especially
when the bent grooves are required to be realized. In
order to reduce the spatial requirement and to get the
sharp convex corner, a compensating geometry de-
signed by superimposed squares is used provided the
etchant characteristics fulfill certain requirements.
Square shape design needs less space to fit at the cor-
ner, but it is not suitable to achieve sharp corners. In
the surfactant added TMAH solution, triangular shape
design is a best choice. In this etchant, formation of



Figure 51 Fabrication steps for the formation of microfluidic channels with multiple reservoirs with perfect convex corners: (a) Si3N4

deposited wafer; (b) Patterning of Si3N4 layer using mask # 1; (c) Thermal oxidation followed by patterning of oxide layer using mask
# 2 (d) Anisotropic etching in surfactant added TMAH (or IPA added KOH) (e) Re-oxidation followed by selective removal of Si3N4 (f)
Again anisotropic etching in pure TMAH (or KOH) and removal of oxide layer.
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bent V-grooves with sharp convex corners is easily
achievable. In the corner compensation method, it is
concluded that <100> beam is appropriate choice for
the formation of sharp convex corner in high concen-
tration TMAH (e.g. 20–25 wt%) and KOH provided
space around the convex corner is not a restriction. In
the case of spatial restriction, such as bent V-grooves,
surfactant added high concentration TMAH with tri-
angular shape compensation geometry is a right choice.
In order to protect the convex corner on Si{110} sur-
face, <112> oriented beam (or parallelogramic beam) is
an optimal compensating geometry owing to its simple
design and the same size beams are used at the acute
and obtuse corners.



Figure 52 Different shapes of microfluidic channels with multiple reservoirs realized in Si{110} wafer. Microstructures edges are aligned
along (a) <110> and <112> directions (b) <112> directions [128].
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Apart from corner compensation methods, two differ-
ent techniques are also discussed. These methods are
very useful when the convex corners with perfectly
sharp edges are desired to be fabricated. Unlike the cor-
ner compensation method, the formation of sharp con-
vex corner in these methods does not require any time
controlled etching. However these techniques provide
perfect convex corners, they require two-mask lithog-
raphy and two-step etching. The extra mask and pro-
cessing steps make them more expensive and complex.
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